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(54) INFORMATION INPUT METHOD AND APPARATUS

(57) An information input method and apparatus is
provided. The method comprises: obtaining attribute in-
formation of a page input box, wherein the page input
box is located at a front-end page of a mobile application
(101); according to the attribute information, creating a
native input box having the attribute information (102),

wherein the native input box is created at a native layer;
and filling information, input by a user through the native
input box, back to the page input box (103), thus finally
ensuring that the information is input rapidly and effec-
tively.
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Description

[0001] The present application claims priority from Chi-
nese patent application with an application number
201610710394.9 and invention title "Information Input
Method and Apparatus" filed on August 23, 2016, the
entirety of which is hereby incorporated by reference into
this application.

Technical Field

[0002] The present invention relates to computer tech-
nology, particularly to an information input method and
apparatus.

Background

[0003] Mobile terminal APP often sets some input box-
es at application pages, such as an input box instructing
the user to input a password, or an input box for input of
a transfer amount. When information is input into an input
box, an input keyboard self-defined by the APP may be
adopted. For example, the APP may monitor the focus
event of an input box and displays this input keyboard
when the event occurs, so that the user can input infor-
mation by clicking this keyboard. The APP may synchro-
nize information to an input box. This method for inputting
information to an input box is prone to focus confusion
when the application page is complex. For example,
when information is input to an input box at a web page,
if the input box is clicked with a mouse, a flashing cursor
will appear in the input box. It is equivalent to a focus.
When a cursor flashes, it means information may be input
to the input box. However, sometimes the focus may dis-
appear suddenly when information is input to the input
box, resulting in failure of input to the input box, i.e., no
information is input to the input box and the input oper-
ation needs to be repeated several times. For example,
the input box may be clicked once again to make the
appearance of the focus until the input is completed.

Summary

[0004] For this purpose, the present invention provides
an information input method and apparatus to ensure
that the information is input effectively.
[0005] Specifically, the present invention is achieved
through the following technical solutions:

In the first aspect, an information input method is
provided, which comprises:

obtaining attribute information of a page input
box, wherein the page input box is located at a
front-end page of a mobile application;
according to the attribute information, creating
a native input box having the attribute informa-
tion, wherein the native input box is created at

a native layer; and
filling information, input by a user through the
native input box, back to the page input box.

[0006] In the second aspect, an information input ap-
paratus is provided, which comprises:

an attribute obtaining module for obtaining attribute
information of a page input box, wherein the page
input box is located at a front-end page of a mobile
application;
an input processing module, for creating a native in-
put box having the attribute information according to
the attribute information, wherein the native input box
is created at a native layer; and
an information synchronizing module, for filling infor-
mation, input by a user through the native input box,
back to the page input box.

[0007] The information input method and apparatus
set forth in the embodiments of the present invention,
whereby information is inputted through a native input
box created at a native layer, after which the input infor-
mation is filled back to a front-end page. As the input box
for input of information is created at a native layer, this
manner avoids the focus confusion at a web page during
input of information to the input box, thus ensuring that
the information is input rapidly and effectively.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0008]

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of an information input method
according to the embodiments of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of an alternative information
input method according to the embodiments of the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flow chart of an alternative information
input method according to the embodiments of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an information input
process according to the embodiments of the
present invention;
FIG. 5 is a flow chart of an alternative information
input method according to the embodiments of the
present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of the structure of an
information input apparatus according to the embod-
iments of the present invention.

Detailed Description

[0009] Mobile-terminal apps typically include many ap-
plication pages, one type of which are web pages dis-
played through webview control (may also be referred to
as front-end pages); in web pages, some input boxes
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may sometimes be set based on service needs, such as
an input box for input of a password, or an input box for
input of a transfer amount. Such input box may be ob-
tained through webkit rendering. However, this method
for inputting information to an input box is prone to focus
confusion, affecting input efficiency, and unable to input
information rapidly and effectively. Based on this, the em-
bodiments of the present application provide an informa-
tion input method to solve the foregoing problems.
[0010] FIG. 1 shows a flow chart of an information input
method according to the embodiments of the present in-
vention, which may comprise:
In step 101, obtaining attribute information of a page input
box, wherein the page input box is located at a page, for
example, a front-end page, of a mobile application.
[0011] In this example, the input box located at the we-
bview page may be referred to as a page input box, and
the user may input information needed for processing
service in the page input box; for example, the user may
input a password needed during transfer in the password
input box, or input a transfer amount needed during trans-
fer in the amount input box.
[0012] The attribute information of an input box, for ex-
ample, may include: display location of the input box at
the front-end page, or the appearance parameters of the
input box. The appearance parameters may include:
width, height and color of the input box, defined box input
fonts, etc. In this embodiment, the obtained attribute in-
formation of an input box may be all or part of the at-
tributes of the page input box.
[0013] In step 102, according to the attribute informa-
tion, creating a native input box having the attribute in-
formation.
[0014] In this step, a native input box may be drawn
according to the attribute information obtained in step
101. The native input box has the attribute information.
For example, the drawn native input box and the page
input box at the front-end page have the same width and
height, and the native input box and the page input box
may have the same box type, for example, both may be
password input boxes. The native input box is created at
a native layer, which is a program created at the native
layer based on a local operating system of a smart phone,
such as iOS and Android, written and run with a native
program language. For example, in iOS, objective-C is
used to create the native input box.
[0015] In step 103, filling information input by a user
through the native input box, back to the page input box.
[0016] In this step, a corresponding data filling-back
event, such as keyup and keydown may be invoked, to
fill in the information input in a native input box back to
the page input box, so that input information is filled back
to the front-end page, thus completing information input.
Further, this example may have no limitation to the way
to input information to a native input box, for example,
information may be input via a keyboard or voice.
[0017] In the information input method of this example,
information is input through a native input box created at

a native layer, and then filled back to a front-end page.
As the input box for input of information is created at a
native layer, this manner avoids focus confusion at the
web page during input of information to the input box
(e.g., the problem of the confusion may be caused by
webkit defects or complex page logic at the web page),
thus ensuring that the information is input rapidly and
effectively.
[0018] In another example, in order that the user does
not perceive a native input box and still feels like using
the input box at the original front-end page to input infor-
mation, thus improving user’s usage experience, the em-
bodiments of the present application may ensure the con-
sistency of the native input box and the page input box
when creating a native input box. Refer to the flow of
information input as shown in FIG. 2, which may com-
prise:
In step 201, obtaining attribute information of a page input
box.
[0019] For example, the attribute information obtained
in this step may include: display location of the page input
box at the front-end page and appearance parameters,
for example, the appearance parameters may include:
width and height of the page input box, and font and font
color of the page input box, etc.
[0020] In step 202, based on the attribute information,
creating a native input box having the same attribute in-
formation.
[0021] For example, the created native input box and
the page input box have the same width and height and
may have the same font and font color as the input infor-
mation.
[0022] In step 203, covering the input display of the
corresponding page box with the native input box.
[0023] For example, the native input box may also be
displayed at the display location of the page input box.
In this way, the user will think information is input in a
page input box and will not perceive a native input box.
[0024] In step 204, filling information input by the user
through the native input box, back to the page input box.
[0025] In another example, the native input box created
at a native layer has an important feature, which is that
it may be controlled. For example, the format of the in-
formation input in the native input box may be controlled,
and the information input in the native input box can be
encrypted; however, the input box rendered by webkit at
a web page is not controllable. For example, only the
default system keyboard of the operating system can be
used to input information, and the input process is not
controllable. The embodiments of the present application
make the best use of the foregoing features of a native
input box, may design the format of information input to
ensure that information is input effectively, and may en-
crypt the input information to improve the security of in-
formation input. The embodiment shown in FIG. 3 below
describes the information input method of this example.
Alternatively, either limitation to information input format
or information encryption, may be applied in the native
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input box. The example of FIG. 3 describes an application
of these two items at the same time.
[0026] In step 301, obtaining attribute information of a
page input box, including the type of the input box.
[0027] Here, the box type is used to indicate the infor-
mation type to be received by the page input box. For
example, if the box type is an amount input box for input
of a transfer amount, then the input information may allow
figures only rather than a, b, c and other letters.
[0028] In step 302, according to the attribute informa-
tion, creating a native input box having the attribute in-
formation, wherein the native input box and the page in-
put box are in the same box type.
[0029] For example, if the page input box is an amount
input box for input of a transfer amount, the correspond-
ingly created native input box is an amount input box,
too; if the page input box is a password input box for input
of a transfer password, the correspondingly created na-
tive input box is also a password input box.
[0030] In step 303, when it is detected that the user
has clicked to input into the native input box, providing
an input keyboard corresponding to the box type, and
receiving information input through the input keyboard.
[0031] In this example, a few types of input keyboards
corresponding to the box types may be defined. For ex-
ample, if the box type is a password input box, a password
input keyboard is provided accordingly, and the pass-
word input keyboard allows inputting a password only; if
the box type is an amount input box, an amount input
keyboard is provided accordingly, and the input keyboard
allows inputting an amount only and a, b, c and other
letters cannot be input. In this way, the format of the in-
formation input to the input box can be effectively limited
to ensure that information is input effectively.
[0032] In step 304, encrypting the information input by
the user to the native input box through an input key-
board.
[0033] For example, when the information type is a
password, and the input keyboard is a password key-
board, the information input by the user through the input
keyboard may be encrypted. Of course, for other types
of keyboards, whether to encrypt input information or not
may be set according to service requirements.
[0034] In step 305, filling encrypted input information
back to the page input box.
[0035] Below an example using the method of the
present application to input information in an input box
is described:
As shown in FIG. 4, at the front-end page (e.g., the page
may be a webview page) there are two input boxes in-
structing the user to input "transfer amount" and "trans-
action password" (for example, the input boxes may be
input boxes obtained through webkit rendering). These
two input boxes may be called page input boxes. In the
subsequent process, corresponding information, such as
transfer amount and password, will be input in these two
page input boxes using the method described in this ex-
ample. Referring to FIG. 5, which shows the flow of an

information input method according to this embodiment,
this method may be executed by an information input
apparatus which may monitor operation of the application
and execute this method, the method comprising:
In step 501, obtaining attribute information of a page input
box when it is detected that the front-end page where the
page input box is located is open.
[0036] For example, a user opens APP and clicks and
enters an APP page, which may be a front-end page
including amount, password and other page input boxes
as shown in FIG. 4. When the information input apparatus
according to this embodiment detects that the page is
open, it may obtain attribute information of the page input
box, which, for example, may include: display location of
the input box, and width, height, color and other appear-
ance parameters of the input box.
[0037] In this example, attribute information of a page
input box may also include: type of page input box. The
box type is used to indicate the information type to be
received by the page input box. Still taking FIG. 4 as an
example, the box types of the two page input boxes in-
clude: amount type and password type. The amount type
input box can receive input amount information such as
"100" and "200" only and cannot receive non-amount in-
formation such as "*#" and "abc". The password type of
input box can only receive information that can be used
as a password. When collecting attribute information of
a page input box, this embodiment not only collects in-
formation about location, width and height but also col-
lects the foregoing box-type information.
[0038] In step 502, according to the attribute informa-
tion, creating a native input box having the attribute in-
formation, and covering the display of the corresponding
page input box with the native input box.
[0039] As shown in FIG. 4, this embodiment creates
native input boxes corresponding to page input boxes.
For example, box 21 corresponds to the "transfer
amount" native input box at the original APP page, and
box 22 corresponds to the "transaction password" native
input box at the original APP page. When being created,
each of the native input boxes has the same box type as
the corresponding page input box and may cover the
display of the corresponding page input box. For exam-
ple, as shown in FIG. 4, a native input box is overlapped
on a page input box so that the user sees the native input
box rather than the page input box and can see the native
input box only when the user clicks input.
[0040] In step 503, when it is detected that a user has
clicked a native input box, an input keyboard correspond-
ing to the box type of the native input box pops up so that
the user may input information.
[0041] In this example, when the information input ap-
paratus detects that a user has clicked a native input box,
suggesting that the user wants to input information at the
moment, a keyboard will pop up. Here, the input keyboard
is a keyboard corresponding to the box type of the native
input box clicked by the user.
[0042] For example, supposing that the native input
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box is an input box corresponding to "transfer amount",
an amount keyboard corresponding to box type "amount"
may pop up; or when the native input box is an input box
corresponding to "transaction password", a password
keyboard corresponding to box type "password" may pop
up; or, in other application scenarios, a numeric key-
board, character keyboard, etc. may also pop up. This
example may define various types of keyboards, which
pop up when corresponding types of native input boxes
are clicked.
[0043] Providing an input keyboard corresponding to
a box type for a user to input information may be used
to limit input information to the information type allowed
by the box, so that the user is not allowed to arbitrarily
input any format of information other than the valid infor-
mation limited by the input box, thus effectively controlling
the validity of the input data.
[0044] In step 504, filling information input by a user
through the native input box back to the page input box.
[0045] For example, when information synchronously
input in the native input box is filled back to a page input
box, paly back of the corresponding events maybe sim-
ulated, such as keydown and keyup, so that information
is filled back to the page input box. Here, when the infor-
mation type is a password and the input keyboard is a
password keyboard, the information obtained by the user
through a keyboard (e.g., if the user types in abc123
through a keyboard as a password, abc123 is the infor-
mation obtained through a keyboard) may be encrypted
before being filled back to the page input box to ensure
the security of password input.
[0046] In the information input method of this example,
native input boxes and input keyboards developed at the
native end are adopted to input information to page input
boxes at the front-end page so that the input of informa-
tion through native input boxes and input keyboards will
not affect the APP page, thus avoiding focus confusion
and other problems and ensuring that information is input
effectively. Furthermore, native input boxes and input
keyboards developed at the native layer are highly con-
trollable, for example, native input boxes are controls de-
veloped at the native end and may control encryption of
information in the native input boxes to further enhance
the security of information input.
[0047] FIG. 6 shows an information input apparatus,
which may execute the method in the embodiments of
the present application. As shown in FIG. 6, the appara-
tus may comprise: an attribute obtaining module 61, an
input processing module 62 and an information synchro-
nizing module 63. Here:

The attribute obtaining module 61 is configured to
obtain attribute information of a page input box,
wherein the page input box is located at a front-end
page of a mobile application;
The input processing module 62 is configured to cre-
ate a native input box having the attribute information
according to the attribute information, wherein the

native input box is created at a native layer; and
The information synchronizing module 63 is config-
ured to fill information input by a user through the
native input box back to the page input box.

[0048] In one example, the attribute obtaining module
61 is configured to obtain attribute information of a page
input box when the front-end page where the page input
box is located is detected to be open.
[0049] In one example, the input processing module
62 is configured to create the native input box according
to the display location and appearance parameters of the
page input box and covering the display of the corre-
sponding page input box with the native input box.
[0050] In one example, the attribute information in-
cludes: type of the page input box, the native input box
corresponding to the page input box with the same box
type. The input processing module 62 is also configured
to provide an input keyboard corresponding to the box
type according to the type of the native input box. The
input keyboard allows inputting information of the infor-
mation type.
[0051] In one example, the information synchronizing
module 63 is also configured to: fill the information input
by a user through the input keyboard back to the page
input box after encryption, when the type of the informa-
tion is password and the input keyboard is a password
keyboard.
[0052] When the apparatus in the embodiments of the
present application achieves its functions in the form of
software function unit and is sold or used as a stand-
alone product, it may be stored in a computer-readable
storage medium. Based on this understanding, the tech-
nical solution in the present application or the part making
contribution to current technologies or part of the techni-
cal solution may in essence be reflected in the form of a
software product. The computer software product is
stored in a storage medium and includes a number of
instructions for enabling a device to proceed to all or
some of the steps of the method in the embodiments of
the present invention. The foregoing storage media in-
clude all kinds of media that may store program codes,
such as USB disk, mobile hard disk, ROM (Read-Only
Memory), RAM (Random Access Memory), diskettes
and compact discs.
[0053] The foregoing descriptions are preferred em-
bodiments of the present invention and are not intended
to limit the present invention. All modifications, identical
replacements and improvements made without depart-
ing from the spirit and principle of the present invention
shall fall within the scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. An information input method, wherein the method
comprises:
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obtaining attribute information of a page input
box, wherein the page input box is located at a
front-end page of a mobile application;
according to the attribute information, creating
a native input box having the attribute informa-
tion, wherein the native input box is created at
a native layer; and
filling information, input by a user through the
native input box, back to the page input box.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein obtaining
attribute information of a page input box comprises:
performing the step of obtaining attribute information
of a page input box when it is detected that the front-
end page where the page input box is located is
open.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein, according
to the attribute information, creating a native input
box having the attribute information comprises:
creating the native input box according to display
location and appearance parameters of the page in-
put box and covering the display of the correspond-
ing page input box with the native input box.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the at-
tribute information includes type of the page input
box and the native input box corresponding to the
page input box has the same box type;
creating a native input box having the attribute infor-
mation further comprising:
providing an input keyboard corresponding to the
type of the native input box and the input keyboard
allowing inputting information of the information type.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein when the
information type is a password and the input key-
board is a password keyboard, filling the information
input by a user through the native input box back to
the page input box comprises:
filling the information input by a user through the input
keyboard back to the page input box after encryption.

6. An information input apparatus, wherein the appa-
ratus comprises:

an attribute obtaining module configured to ob-
tain attribute information of a page input box,
wherein the page input box is located at a front-
end page of a mobile application;
an input processing module configured to create
a native input box having the attribute informa-
tion according to the attribute information,
wherein the native input box is created at a na-
tive layer; and
an information synchronizing module config-
ured to fill information, input by a user through
the native input box, back to the page input box.

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein
the attribute obtaining module is configured to obtain
attribute information of the page input box when it is
detected that the front-end page where the page in-
put box is located is open.

8. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein
the input processing module is configured to create
the native input box according to display location and
appearance parameters of the page input box and
cover the display of the corresponding page input
box with the native input box.

9. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the at-
tribute information includes type of the page input
box and the native input box corresponding to the
page input box has the same box type;
the input processing module being further configured
to provide an input keyboard corresponding to the
type of the native input box and allowing inputting
information of the information type.

10. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein
the information synchronizing module is configured
to fill the information input by a user through the input
keyboard back to the page input box after encryption
when the information type is password and the input
keyboard is a password keyboard.
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